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VITAMIN 

Vitamins will make you ill  

Vitamins will make you happy 

Vitamins will make you work 

Viatmins will make you sleep 

Vitamins will make you sincere 

Vitamins will make you question 

>START: Vitamin is a small collection of the work of four first year 

Fine Artists in the Garden Studio. We hope that by doing so ourselves, 

more people will start forming groups based on shared ideas, and 

holding events to explore their work's potential. We are asking 

questions of each other and of you. Can we find new links between 

us, and between our practices? We're presenting the challenge: set 

things in motion through creating, observing and reacting, and we 

will move forward together. We are taking a proactive stance. Talk 

about art/Ignore this work /Make your own/ Think and you lose 

END.  
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Defining Objectism 
 

Edward May 

 

 

 

 
“Objectism” is a word which helps to describe art that predominantly focuses on the 

documentation and exploration of objects. A strong focus is placed on the ways in which 

humans use and consume objects and how the presentation of the “ready-made” object 

within the gallery space can be used in a way which places the objects concerned under 

scrutiny and analysis. Objectism tries to explore our existence through objects: looking 

at the actions performed within the physical environment and the ways in which we interact 

with the physical environment itself. 

 

The physical environment is made up of three main elements: the Living Environment 

- which consists of ecosystems of organisms which have life (plants, animals and microbes), 

the Non-Living Environment - which consists of non-living components (things like air, 

water and mineral soil) and the Object Environment - which consists of objects (material 

things which do not live). An acronym of this living, non-living and object environment 

is the “L.NL.O Environment." If we look at the environment through this division we 

should be able to understand in more depth how the actions of an individual (as a part 

of the whole) and the actions of other living individuals (as the entire whole) have 

carried them to the position that they occupy within the physical environment. This 

is achieved by looking at the actions taken by the individual organism which has life 

and the impact that these actions will have on the individual (undertaking the action) 

and also the impact that this action will have on the physical environment. 

 

An object does not live but is defined as “a material thing that can be seen and touched.
1
” 

Objects share much of the physical environments owned and occupied by humans; the pavements, 

roads and buildings which make up the shared environment and the personal objects we 

have such as cars, clothes, houses and furniture. The physical (or L.NL.O) environment 

is predominantly affected by three things: the actions taken by organisms which have 

life (as individuals and as a whole,) movement within the physical non-living environment 

and the production, consumption and use of objects by humans. 

 

The way in which an object is viewed is often influenced or dependant on it's position 

within an environment. The perceived meaning of an object can be therefore be challenged 

by relocating it; by placing an object which does not fall within the traditional boundaries 

of an “art object” into a space where art is usually viewed we are able to look at 

the object as an art object and ask questions of it associated with art analysis. These 

questions might include: “What has influenced or inspired the placing of the object 

in this space? Does the object have a journey and where has it come from? Is the object 

symbolising something else or is it representative of other ideas? Can we contextualise 

the object and compare it to other art work which is being produced currently or work 

which has been produced in the past? Does the object have an emotional impact on us 

and if it does, is this affected by its location and the analysis of it as an art object? 

Will the object influence my way of thinking or my actions when I am no longer around 

it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/object 



 

 

 

I have chosen several objects which help to outline the ideas of Objectism. These objects 

focus on the documentation of different actions and the effects that they might have 

had on the L.NL.O environment. These objects include: newspaper articles, receipts 

and an entry form to an art competition. Newspaper articles document many performed 

actions and are therefore a good way of documenting the operation of different segments 

of the physical L.NL.O environment and the social environment in which we (as a whole 

and as individuals) operate. The documentation includes: 

 

 The Trade of Objects 

 The Consumption of Objects 

 How Objects help to define Status, Identity and Individuality as Humans 

 The Activities and Actions of Humans 

 The Activities and Actions of other Living Organisms 

 The impact that an Individual's Actions have on the Individual and other Living 

Organisms  and the Physical Non-Living 

 The impact that our Actions have on the Objects which make up the Environment 

 The perceived Significance and Importance of some Actions in relation to others 

 The perceived Significance and Importance of some Living Organisms in relation 

to others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Why should we look at the world in terms of Objects? 

 

Objects are increasingly available for humans to use and consume for several reasons. Reduced 

trade barriers between companies and countries have resulted in the globalisation of trade and 

a market awash with a plethora of products readily available to the customer. A reduction in 

trade barriers has been made possible primarily through an increase in technological advancements 

in transportation and communication techniques, whilst the advancement in manufacturing 

techniques used for the production of objects has been made possible by the exploitation of 

natural resources. International trade and globalisation has also resulted in a rise in inequality 

of wealth between nations and individuals as manufacturing and agricultural production has become 

more centralised and less focused on small scale production. Large international businesses 

have higher revenues than some countries entire Gross Domestic Product for the year; in 2011 

Walmart had the largest income of all companies with a revenue of $421.89 billion, this was 

a larger sum of money than Norway (the country with the 25th largest economy) which had a GDP 

of $414.46 billion.2 

Agricultural industrialisation and the outsourcing of services and manufacturing has become 

more prevalent which has led to the centralised restructure of many businesses. This, in turn, 

has resulted in many countries’ individual economies being predominantly focused upon a specific 

sector of industry. Almost all countries are now dependant on the external manufacturing of 

objects and agricultural production to provide them with the products and food that the market 

demands. An extreme example of an economy which is heavily based on a single sector of industry 

is the UK which, in 2014 had a PPP GDP (Purchasing Power Parity Gross Domestic Product) 77.5% 

based on service, 21.8% on industry and 0.7% on agriculture. To put this into proportion, Nigeria's 

PPP GDP is more evenly spread with an economy 31.9% based on agriculture 32.9% based on industry 

and 35.2% based on service. The World's PPP GDP is composed of 6% agriculture, 30.9% industry 

and 63.2% service.3 These statistics show that both the UK and Nigeria have economies which 

are disproportionately distributed and are therefore likely to provide services and/ or objects 

or agricultural produce to other areas. 

 

This increase in international trade of industry, agriculture and service has led to an increased 

rate of pollution which has resulted in increasing global temperatures. We have now entered 

the 6th “great extinction” phase – “41% of all amphibians now face extinction while 26% of mammal 

species and 13% of birds are similarly threatened.. In each case the finger of blame points 

at human activities. The continuing spread of agriculture is destroying millions of hectares 

of wild habitats every year, leaving animals without homes, while the introduction of invasive 

species, often helped by humans, is also devastating native populations. At the same time, pollution 

and over fishing are destroying marine ecosystems. The data indicate the world is heading inexorably 

towards a mass extinction – which is defined as one involving a loss of 75% of species or more... 

The Earth has gone through only five previous great extinctions, all caused by geological or 

astronomical events. The coming great extinction will be the work of Homo-sapiens...“4  “...In 

the case of land extinctions, it is the spread of agriculture that has been the main driver. 

By contrast, it has been the over-exploitation of resources – overfishing – that has affected 

sealife”5  “On top of these impacts, rising global temperatures threaten to destroy habitats 

and kill of more creatures. This change in climate has been triggered by increasing emissions 

– from factories and power plants – of carbon dioxide, a gas that is also being dissolved in 

the oceans. A third of all coral reefs, which support more lifeforms than any other ecosystem 

on Earth, have already been lost in the last few decades and many marine experts believe all 

coral reefs could end up being wiped out before the end of the century. Similarly, a quarter 

of all mammals, a fifth of all reptiles and a seventh of all birds are headed towards oblivion. 

And these losses are occurring all over the planet, from the South Pacific to the Arctic and 

from the deserts of Africa to mountaintops and valleys of the Himalayas. A blizzard of extinctions 

is now sweeping the earth and has become a fact of modern life... The loss for the planet is 

incalculable – as it is for our own species which could soon find itself living in a world denuded 

of all variety in nature. As ecologist Paul Ehrlich has put it: “in pushing other species to 

extinction, humanity is busy sawing off the limb on which it perches.””6 

                                                           
2
http://www.businessinsider. -corporations-bigger-tan-countries-2011-6?op=1&IR=T 

3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_sector_composition 

4
   Robin McKle – The Observer 14.12.14 

5
Derek Tittensor – marine ecologist at the world  conservation monitoring centre in Cambridge – quote also from The Observer 

14.12.14 (Nature Publication) 
6
   Robin McKle – The Observer 14.12.14 (as footnote 1) 
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Objects from an occupation 



 

Rob.art.ive 

Novice Art Blogger's Deep Neural Networks. 

Computer scientists In Canada have recently developed an algorithm called DNN (Deep Neural 

Networks) that allows a computer to recognize photographs of an object with near human level 

reliability. Novice art blogger on Tumblr applies these DNN algorithms on various ART works. 

IT creates new meaning through applying technology to a subtle and subjective topic. IT can 

look past the barrier of representation and construct a completely objective description; IT's 

analysis’s however are ABSURD and MECHANICAL. IT does nothing to view them as metaphysical 

products of the imagination. ITs lack of humanity just shows how much of a clear difference 

there is between the objective machine and the subjective soul.  

 

Humans can see the subjectivity in how naive a computer is in its reading of an Auerbach portrait 

as a blue and white Fire Hydrant. But this works in reverse too; computers try see the OBJECTIVE 

in our actions mapping our movements to co-ordinates and storing poetry as numbers on a spinning 

disk. Our digital limbs may be growing but in response; our souls are growing ever more 

idiosyncratic. “The individual shapes their own aesthetic network”. The content we are producing 

and consuming is more personal and creates the narrative of life. The culture of ten years ago 

was still transmitted by the few to the many. Now we are in the cultural age of the many to 

the few. T.V culture reversed. What will collaborations bring to artists of the future as all 

visual culture loses all attachment to place? Our SHOW tries to start collaborations... everyone 

is a content creator... the theme is a working title and will remain so... snapchat/ selfies/ 

cover photos/ tweet haiku these digital self-expressions will remain relevant as history 

paintings will fade into obsolescence as all analogue will get transferred into servers 

archives. The sandpainter on Wikipedia has uploaded the only version of Graham Sutherland's 

Churchill portrait I will ever be able to see in a 123KB image file. 

 



 

Seated Figure by Frank Auerbach, 1966  

The Novice art blogger says: 

"A fire hydrant is attached to a small pipe in front, or perhaps a fire hydrant is painted blue and white 
and a person is next to one. I’m reminded of a fire hydrant decorated with letters and numbers placed 
on top of a pipe." 

 

Winston Churchill by Graham Sutherland (destroyed by Clementine Churchill) 

The Novice Art Blogger says: 

"A picture of young couple being married by a minster in front of a statue or a young man in a robe surrounded 
by a statue. Im also seeing a woman in a dress." 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 





 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Art should rid its self of all responsibilities 

Tostin 

It is naive to believe that art has the power to change the world; this notion was 

dismissed after the Second World War. Despite the aggressively Anti-Fascist art of 

the Berlin Dadaists, the German people still voted Hitler into power. Kurt Vonnegut 

described the notion of writing an anti-war book to be as futile as writing an 

anti-glacier book, W.H Auden declared that “Poetry makes nothing Happen.”  

The effects of particular works of art or literature are simply impossible to measure, 

however there is no way one could claim that Guernica, arguably the most moving anti-war 

painting of the 20
th
 century, really prevented any conflict, or saved any lives. The 

political artwork of today has a kind of self-aware pointlessness to it; Francis Alys 

was not going to affect the future of the Israeli conflict by walking a green line 

of paint across it. It is apparent that antagonistic political and ideological art 

work amount to nothing more than preaching to the choir.  Political art is also often 

reduced by official culture into trivialised products designed for mass consumption; 

for example fridge magnets of Picasso’s Guernica. 

The assumption that an artist has some kind of authority over issues such as genocide, 

or revolution is also being interrogated. On what grounds does an artist have more 

of an insight into these topics than a plumber or an office worker? The only thing 

artist and politicians roles have in common is that both their work is carried out 

within the public sphere. 

However, becoming aware of our own insignificance is a good thing. By acknowledging 

that we have no power also allows us to recognize that we have no responsibility, and 

for good art to be produced it must be free. Art cannot maintain an aesthetic integrity 

if committed to a cause outside of itself, if art becomes political it aspires to be 

propaganda or activism and therefore ceases to be art. Art committed to political action 

implies a means to an end, whereas autonomous art needs no justification. 

In this neoliberal, capitalist culture we are producing today, political art cannot 

amount to much more than token clichés of little impact, which will inevitably be 

trivialised by our mass consumer culture. We still have political art, what we don’t 

have is effective political art.  Art has no power; and is therefore free of all 

responsibilities. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Art needs to address contemporary issues. 

Toystyn 

To claim that art needs to turn its back on reality and deny all responsibility is 

an evasive attitude fostered by western society which benefits no one but those who 

actually wield power. However this has become the dominant ideology of contemporary 

art, held by the notion that art which addresses political and social problems will 

not allow the artist creative freedom, and that art which engages with contemporary 

issues will not hold any artistic resonance for future generations. By this logic 

political artworks of the past such as Picasso’s Guernica are no longer of any value 

to us. The idea that art is unable to maintain artistic integrity if it is committed 

to a cause outside itself is also invalid. Is Guernica any less good than a non-political 

piece by Picasso such as demoiselles d'avignon? 

Art is not an island, it is in every way shaped and reacting against the culture it 

is created within. The production of art interlocks with the art market and culture 

seamlessly in this context, whereby all artists must respond to the rules of the market 

in order to make a living.And all artists are exposed to the relentless use of imagery 

found in post millennial culture, and the outspoken opinions of politicians,  news 

channels, activists organisations, advertising and media: Can artists really maintain 

any sense of independence ? 

Artist’s work directly feeds in to the network of social and cultural movements which 

have huge presence within the info sphere, In our current context the creative, mediatic 

and political fields are inseparable. Arts voice has the capacity to be louder than 

ever before, and should attempt to re-awaken the hostility between society and culture 

rather than placating it with inoffensive and harmless works which have little to say 

about the context which it was created within. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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